THANK YOU
1. THANK YOU FROM THE CO-CHAIRS

This report could not have been successfully completed without the invaluable contribution of several committed Southern Cameroonian professionals, who over a span of nine months, tirelessly developed the content presented in the different Working Group summary reports.

The Coalition would like to thank the various stakeholders who supported the conference planning and sent key representatives to participate in various Working Groups.

We thank the conference Co-Chairs, Dr. Christopher Fomunyoh and Mr. Augustine Ndangam for their leadership and for setting the stage for a successful conference. Your engagement and counsel prepared the ground for every Southern Cameroonian to participate in this historic conference.

The conference benefited tremendously from the deep engagement of a full spectrum of Southern Cameroonian leaders especially those who are in the front lines in the current fight for justice for the Southern Cameroons. Special thanks go to Mr. John Mbah Akuroh (Southern Cameroons Civil Society Consortium), Mr. Millan Atam (Southern Cameroons Congress of the People), Dr. Lucas Cho Ayaba (Ambazonia Governing Council), Ms. Vyvian Mbanwie (British Southern Cameroons Resistance Forces), Barrister Harmony Bobga Mbuton, Dr. Simon Munzu, Chairman Ni John Fru Ndi (Social Democratic Front), Dr. Fontem Neba, Dr. Nicholas Ngwanyam, Barrister Felix Agbor Nkongho, Ms. Edith Kahbang Walla (Cameroon’s People’s Party) and Mr. Dabney Yerima (the Interim Government). Your frank conversations and mutual respect demonstrated vividly to the world what we have always known as the force of argument. Thank you for your continued service. Heartfelt thanks to Najala Mrs. Helen Gwanfogbe and Mr. Christian Achaleke.

We acknowledge the leaders in jail, who despite the inhumane conditions where they are, took time to offer their strong support for the conference. We acknowledge particularly the encouragement from Barrister Shufai Blaise, Dr. Fidelis Ndeh Che, Pa Nfor Ngalla Nfor, and Sisiku Julius Ayuk Tabe.

Such a successful conference could not have been possible without the full support and steadfast leadership of very experienced Southern Cameroonians who Co-Chaired the various conference Working Groups. We commend the tremendous work done by Dr. Yaah Maggie Kilo, Professor Ben Bezejou, Dr. Fausta Ditah, Ms. Sally Mboumien, Professor Lilian Lem Atanga, Barrister Emmanuel Ashu, Mr. David Otto Endeley, Dr. John Fobanjong, Justice Valentine Bumah Chi, Professor Herman Ndofor, and Dr. Gabila Fohtung.

We recognize the incredible work done by Dr. John Ajongwen in coordinating the Working Groups and the entire secretariat for ensuring the conference proceeded smoothly. Special thanks to Dr. Akoh Asana and other coordinators including Dr. Victor Gomia, Mr. Arrey Obenson, and Mr. Attoh Moutchia. Dr. Edmund Folefac is much appreciated for ensuring conference deliberations and resolutions were properly captured and we are thankful to Ms. Jessi Itambi for all her contributions.
We acknowledge the pertinent contributions from around the world including Former Ambassador Liberata Mulamula of Tanzania, the Honorable Sebastien Nadot of France, the Honorable Christoph Hoffmann – Germany, the Honorable Steffan Kaufmann – Germany. We equally thank other international stakeholders who trusted in us and observed with keen interest the proceedings of the conference.

In planning this conference, the Coalition was lucky to receive substantive advice and suggestions from Southern Cameroonian from all over the world but especially from the homeland and refugees. We thank all those who submitted written, video and oral contributions.

We have also benefited from the unflinching support of our tremendous Advisory Board. Your focus on ending this unfortunate war propels us every day. Thank you to H.E. Former President Amos Sawyer, Former Ambassador Deborah Malac, Former Ambassador Herman Cohen, Dr. Yaah Maggie Kilo, Gary and Meredith Krupp, and Dr. Christopher Fomunyoh.

Producing such a successful conference requires impeccable technical coordination. And for that we are deeply indebted to the Kurth Lampe Group. Many thanks especially to Kevin, Kitty, Emily, Jason and Allan. We are also particularly grateful for the support and leadership of our Executive Director Mr. Rick Ferreira.

Lastly, we are greatly indebted to our esteemed colleagues and friends on the Steering Committee. Their hard work, dedication and extreme professionalism has been a joy to behold. They represent the very true spirit of the Southern Cameroons – principled, humble, objective, and with a profound love for justice. Thank you, Dr. Julius Agbor, Mr. Henry Atem-Oben, Dr. Eban Ebai, Dr. Valentine Fontama, Mr. Cletus Nde and Mr. Paul Ndi.

Any mistakes, errors or omissions in this report are solely the responsibility of the Conference Organizing Committee and the Coalition. The views expressed in this report reflect the views of Southern Cameroonian who participated in this conference and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Coalition’s strategic partners.

Thank you for such a seminal conference and we look forward to accelerating the work to bring this war to a negotiated settlement that addresses the fundamental root causes.

For the Steering Committee,
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